FAAM flight log - b119 by FAAM
1.  
Flight No.:  B119 
Date:   04/08/2005 
Take Off 10:55:23  
Landing:   15:54:12  
FLIGHT FOLDER 
Flight Time 4h55m49  
 
Campaign: AMPEP 
Operating Area: South and East Coast, to Newcastle area 
 
POB Position Name Institute 
1 Captain Alan Foster Directflight 
2 Co-pilot  Alan Roberts Directflight 
3 CCM Sue Angold Directflight 
4 Mission Scientist  Eiko Nemitz CEH 
5 Flight Manager Alan Woolley FAAM 
6 Cloud Physics Jim Crawford FAAM 
7 Filters Hugh Coe Manchester 
8 Core Chemistry/CCM2/TDLAS Doug Anderson FAAM 
9 CCN Paul James FAAM 
10 AMS Gerard Capes Manchester 
11 Bag sampling 1 Debbie Polson CEH 
12 Bag sampling 2 Alison Perry FAAM 
13    
14    
15    
16    
17    
18    
19    
20    





             FLIGHT SUMMARY  
Flight No b119 
Date:     4/8/05 
Project:  AMPEP 
Location: North Sea Coast 
  
Start   End 
Time    Time     Event               Height (s)        Hdg Comments 
----    ----     -----               ----------        --- -------- 
102843           inu to nav          -.01 kft          121                       
104631           taxy start          -.01 kft          120                       
105523           T/O                 -.02 kft          212 from Cranfield      
110352           asp open            10.0 kft          058                       
111635  112739   Profile 1            5.7 - -.18 kft   356                       
112037           Profile 1            1.8 kft          324 interrupt             
112500           Profile 1            1.9 kft          329 resume                
112739  112847   Run 1               -.18 - -.13 kft   336                       
112847  112947   Profile 2           -.13 - 0.72 kft   334                       
112947  122445   Run 2               0.72 - 0.00 kft   314                       
122633  143249   Run 3               0.00 - 0.60 kft   168                       
123226           dlu reset           0.80 kft          167 port fwd at ~1228     
143623  143841   Run 4               0.60 - -.27 kft   089                 
143943  144420   Profile 3           -.27 -  4.5 kft   090                       
144421  145703   Run 5                4.6 kft          091                       
150016  152449   Run 6               0.59 - 0.70 kft   006                       
152607  153118   Profile 4            3.0 -  6.0 kft   274 actual start 
152713           Profile 4            3.5 kft          275 interrupt  
152720           Profile 4            3.9 kft          274 resumed       
153350  154132   Run 7               10.0 kft          248                       
154116           asp closed          10.0 kft          248                       
155412           Land                0.04 kft          214 at cranfield          
155743           standstill          0.06 kft          307 52'04.36N, 0'37.50W   


Sortie Brief: AMPEP 
 
Flight Number : B119 
 
Mission Scientist: Eiko Nemitz, CEH 
 
Date : 04-August-2005 
 
Outline schedule: 
05:00 – Power to aircraft – warm-up 
07:00 – Briefing 
08:15 – Clear aircraft and security check 
08:30 – Doors close 
09:00 – Take off Cranfield 
13:45 – Land Cranfield 
14:15 – Debrief 
15:45 – Power down 
 
Location: A coastal transect of the South and East Coast of England 
 
Sortie Aims: To measure the UK pollutant budget of a range of gases and aerosols leaving the UK in 
gentle North Westerly airflow over the UK. The objective, in addition to measuring the export fluxes of 
pollutants is to derive the chemical processing (gas/aerosol partitioning & oxidation state) of the air mass.  
 
Sortie Summary: The budget measurements will be obtained by flying off the South and East coasts 
along a coastal transect beginning in the Bristol Channel to sample background air off the coast of 
Cornwall. The transect of the UK outflow begins along the English Channel heading East to Dover then 
North to the point where airflow off the land stops, which according to current forecasts is North 
Yorkshire. Vertical profiles (50 – 6000 ft) once upwind in the Bristol channel and downwind of the 
source region off the S Scottish coast on the Southbound leg will provide the vertical structure in 
concentration and meteorology. These should clearly extend into the free troposphere (Mission Scientist 
to verify from profiles of humidity, temperature and CO. These measurements will establish the upwind 
concentration, the concentration differential at the top of the boundary layer and the concentration in the 
outflow from the source region. Flight ceiling will be 10000ft. Cabin pressure will be maintained at 
1200ft, to minimize expansion of the Tedlar bags. 
 
Sortie Detail with approx timing 
 
a) Take off Cranfield 09:00 and climb to 10000 ft for transit east to operating area. Destination waypoint 
47 in the Bristol Channel; background filter run (sampling) & NOxy calibration. 
b) T+20: Upwind profile down to define the boundary layer structure off the coast with 1 min sampling 
at each height (6000, 4000, 2000, 500, 100, 50) 
c)  T+35: Return to 1000 ft  for sampling..   
Start of filter run No 1. Start of Bag sampling (1 bag every min) continue all the way up the east coast. 
30-minute filter pack runs from here (called by Mission Scientist) 
d) T+ 200 U-turn in front of Firth of Forth, downwind profile up (50, 100, 500, 2000, 4000, 6000). 






















1. Pilot 1 - Alan Roberts 
2. Pilot 2 – Ian Ramsay-Rae 
3. CCM – Sue Angold 
4. CCM2/Core Chemistry/TDLAS – Doug Anderson 
5. Cloud Physics – Jim Crawford 
6. Flight Manager – Alan Woolley 
7. Mission Scientist – Eiko Nemitz 
8. Filters - Paul James 
9. Bag Sampling 1 – Debbie Polson 
10. Bag Sampling 2 – Alison Perry 
11. AMS – Hugh Coe 
12. AMS Training – Gerard Capes 















Instrumentation strategies & issues: 
 
Filter sampling: Filters will be taken throughout the flight. Filter pac
trace metal analysis. Filter pack 2 will contain a Teflon prefilter (for 
(for HNO3 & HCl) and an acidified paper filter (for NH3). Filters will b




 2Transit to Bristol 
Channel  
Profile down to point 
37  
48 50:50N 4:40W  
46 50:01N 3:25W  
45 50:01N 2:00W  
44 50:40N 1:00W  
43 50:40N 0:30E  
42 51:05N !:30E  
41 51:53N 1:47E  
40 52:41N 1:47E  
39 52:00N 1:30E  
80 54:05N 0:05E  
79 50:00N 1:10W  
Next point N of 79?  
79 50:00N 1:10W  
80 54:05N 0:05E  
39 52:00N 1:30E  
Cranfield  k 1 will contain a Teflon filter for 
major ion analysis), a nylon filter 
e changed approximately every 30 
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cartridges, which need to be handled with gloves and stored in sealed bags immediately. Filter sampling 
will be suspended during vertical profiles and resumed when FL10 is re-attained. During breaks, filter 
packs will be isolated by switching off the pump (to minimise evaporation of volatile aerosol 
components). During initial transfer to the operating area, a set of filters should be loaded into the filter 
packs, without sampling, to provide a blank value. Three 30-min runs of filters on each leg (SÆN and 
NÆ S) 
 
AMS: The AMS will be operated continuously during the flight. Monitored masses will include m/z 16, 
18, 28, 30, 43, 44, 46, 57 and 64. The inlet remains closed until airborne to minimize contamination 
during taxi take-off. 
 
Core Chemistry: CO, SO2, NO and NO2 will be measured continuously during the flight. CO will be 
calibrated every 30 minutes at FL10. 
 
Tedlar bags: Tedlar bags will be filled at a flow rate of 6 lpm, filling a bag over a duration of 30 s. Bags 
will be filled every 3 minutes upwind and every minute downwind of the source region and during each 
leveling out for a profile step. Bags should be filled to about 90% of their capacity to maximise sample 
volume. The cabin pressure will be tightly controlled. Bags from first part of flight can be stored in cargo 
hold for second part. 
 
Aerosol & cloud physics: CN and PCASP are operated continuously. 
 
Core meteorology & state: Are recorded as standard. Video recording of front facing and downfacing 
cameras. 
 
PTRMS: Availability not yet confirmed.  
 
TDL for CH4 and CO2: Operated by FAAM. 
 
Quick-look data: pressure height, lat, long, temp, RH, CN, SO2, NO, NO2, O3, CO, NOxy(HNO3) 
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The take off of this flight, originally scheduled for 9 am was delayed until 12 noon. The 
cause was that while and email had been sent to the CAA in time, the CAA office had not 
been staffed the previous afternoon and the notification of the flight plan had therefore 
not been published the previous evening. The CAA office (although notionally open from 
8:30 am) was not staffed until 8:45 am on the morning of the flight. This appears to have 
been a one-off situation. In the future DirectFlight will check that the flight plan has been 
posted by the CAA in the morning. Although it would have been difficult to mend the 
situation, we would have been able to relax the power-up time of the aircraft.  
             The delayed start meant (a) that a band of rain approaching from the NW had 
advanced further to the SE and (b) that sea breeze effects were more likely to be 
encountered in the SE, where the wind speed was forecast to be lowest. Hence, the flight 
plan was revised compared with the original sortie. The flight commenced from Cranfield 
eastwards to the coast, flying a continuous descending profile on reaching the coast. The 
plane that followed the east coast northward, turned in front of the Firth of Forth and 
followed the GB coastline clockwise to the Isle of White. Here another U turn and profile 
was flown, before the plane left the coast at Great Yarmouth. The flight was flown with a 
reduced set of instrumentation (AMPEP without FLUXEX), i.e. no NOxy, PTRMS and 
only one filter pack (no metal analysis).  
            Plumes of all pollutants measured online were larger than on the previous day and 
in particular the plumes of Teeside and Edinburgh/Glasgow were similar on the north and 
the southbound legs. Due to the modified flight plan, less effort was available to 
characterize the background air. Although the forecast showed the air around of the Isle 
of White to represent Atlantic background air, concentrations here were still elevated and 
during the vertical profile layers of pollution were observed at higher altitudes, together 
with a decrease in wind speed with height. However, the wind direction at lower level 
was inconsistent with sea breeze effects. It is possible that the advancing frontal system 
led to the vertical wind sheer. The concentrations measured N of the Edinburgh / 
Glasgow plume may represent the better background values for the flight. 
           SO2 concentrations were elevated during the flight, even at high altitude, possibly 
indicating an offset in the zero of the SO2 instrument. The on/off switch of the filter 
sampling pump broke during flight, but could still be operated. The pilots reminded 
Mission Scientist and Flight Manager to take greater care to be quiet and put people on 
hold, while the pilots are talking to air traffic control.  
 
 




CORE CHEMISTRY FLIGHT LOG FOR FLIGHT FOLDER 
 
Flight Number :   B119 
Date :  04 Aug 2005 
Operator & contact info :  Doug Anderson (dougan@faam.ac.uk) 
 
Problems with Instruments 
 
CO No problems 
O3 New instrument, no problems 
NOx No problems 
SO2 No problems 
TDLAS 230V supply popped or not properly made so laptop battery expired 
during flight. 




A full calibration lasts approx three minutes, it consists of a cal and a zero 
Shorter (quick cals) are sometimes done at low level which is calibration only 
 
Time (GMT) Level Comments
10:36:22 ground  
11:08:24 FL100 Transit out, large variation in cal max so redone 
11:13: FL100 Cal values OK 
11:33:43 1000’  
12:12:24 1000’  
12:27:58 1000’  
13:11:15 1000’  
14:07:48 1000’  
14:47:15 FL050  
15:03:29 1000’  
15:34:25 FL060  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
CLOUD PHYSICS LOG 
 
Flight No. B119 Date: 04 AUG 05 Operator: Jim Crawford Page1     of    5 
 
G.M.T.      PCASP FSSP SID1 2D2-C 2D2-P
DRS Time Conc/cc Mean R Block Transfer 
 
Particle Count Conc/L Max Size Habit Conc/m3 Max Size Habit 
Remarks 
            PCASP, 2D-P &2D-C operating
FFSSP, SID1 &SDID2 not operated 
10:58:00           Heaters on after T/O  
            
11:16:00 60 0.09   0 0  0 0  6000ft start of descent – cloud tops 
            
11:21:00 387 0.09   0 0  0 0  2000ft level – flter snag 
            
11:27:39 261             0.09 0 0 0 0 Start run 1
11:29             371 0.09 End run 1
            Profile 2 to 1000ft
            
11:30:00 195            0.08 Start run 2
11:32:00 191           0.08
11:34:00 185           0.08
11:37:00 210           0.09
11:39:00 221           0.09
11:41:00 201           0.08
11:43:00 220           0.08
11:45:00 213           0.08
11:48:00 237           0.09
11:50:00 231           0.08
11:52:00 240           0.08
11:54:00 176           0.08
11:56:00 238           0.09
11:58:00 217           0.09
12:00:00 218           0.09
12:02:00 214           0.09
12:04:00 190           0.09
12:06:00 189           0.08
120800 151           0.08
121000 133           0.08
121200 187           0.09
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CLOUD PHYSICS LOG 
 
Flight No. B119 Date: 4 aug 2005 Operator: Jim Crawford Page 2    of    5 
 
G.M.T.      PCASP FSSP SID1 2D2-C 2D2-P
DRS Time Conc/cc Mean R Block Transfer 
 
Particle Count Conc/L Max Size Habit Conc/m3 Max Size Habit 
Remarks 
            
121400 211           0.08
121600 166           0.08
121800 153           0.08
122000 204           0.08
122200 140           0.08
122400 91           0.09
122433           Turn end of run 2 
            
122635             Start run 3
123000 168          0.08  
123200 158           0.08
123400 205           0.08
123600 174           0.09
123800 175           0.08
124000 173           0.08
124200 161           0.08
124400 180           0.08
124600 176           0.08
124800 193           0.08
125000 249           0.08
125200 229           0.08
125400 206           0.08
125516 223           0.08 50 1 Light shower
125700 236          0.08 291 1  
125800 222           0.08
130400 201           0.08
130600 215           0.08
130800 188           0.08
131000 230           0.08
131200 200           0.08
131400 267           0.08
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CLOUD PHYSICS LOG 
 
Flight No. B119 Date: 4 aug 2005 Operator: Jim Crawford Page3     of    5 
 
G.M.T.      PCASP FSSP SID1 2D2-C 2D2-P
DRS Time Conc/cc Mean R Block Transfer 
 
Particle Count Conc/L Max Size Habit Conc/m3 Max Size Habit 
Remarks 
            
131800 330           0.08
132000 200           0.08
132200 320           0.09
132400 300           0.09
132600 280           0.09
132800 292           0.09
133000 310           0.08
133200 216           0.08
133400 269           0.08
133600 305           0.08
133800 301           0.08
134000 306           0.08
134200 293           0.08
134400 216           0.08
134600 210           0.08
134800 279           0.08
135200 279           0.08
135400 334           0.08
135600 344           0.08
135800 369           0.07
140000 236           0.08
140200 199           0.08
140400 189           0.08
140600 185           0.08
140800 160           0.08
141000 150           0.08
141200 99           0.08
141400 166           0.08
141600 83           0.08
141800 115           0.08
142000 135           0.09
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CLOUD PHYSICS LOG 
 
Flight No. B119 Date: 4 aug 2005 Operator: Jim Crawford Page 4    of    5 
 
G.M.T.      PCASP FSSP SID1 2D2-C 2D2-P
DRS Time Conc/cc Mean R Block Transfer 
 
Particle Count Conc/L Max Size Habit Conc/m3 Max Size Habit 
Remarks 
            
142200 142           0.08
142400 192           0.08
142600 200           0.09
142800 187           0.08
143000 262           0.08
143200 273           0.08
143400 315           0.08
143600 314           0.08
            
143640            Descent to 100ft
            
143841 135           0.08 100ft start
143943 145           0.08 100ft end 
            
            Profile to 5000ft
            
144421 102           0.08 Run at 5000ft
144700 94          0.08  
144900 87 0.09         PCASP structure in this run 
145100 135          0.09  
145300 177           0.09
145500 351           0.08 End run 5000ft
            
            Descent to 100ft
145700 713          1.73 3300ft 
145900 692           2.74 1800ft
            
150019 277 2.25         Start run 6  1000ft 
150200 329          1.75  
150400 322           1.73
            
©OBR 2004  
CLOUD PHYSICS LOG 
 
Flight No. B119 Date: 4 aug 2005 Operator: Jim Crawford Page   5  of    5 
 
G.M.T.      PCASP FSSP SID1 2D2-C 2D2-P
DRS Time Conc/cc Mean R Block Transfer 
 
Particle Count Conc/L Max Size Habit Conc/m3 Max Size Habit 
Remarks 
            
150600 465           0.08
150800 597           0.07
151000 588           0.07
151200 435           0.07
151400 343           0.08
151600 300           0.08
151800 213           0.08
152000 266           0.09
152200 424           0.09
152400 436           0.09
152442           End of run 6 1000ft 
            
            
152630            Profile 4 start
153130            End profile 4 fl60
            
153300 117           0.06 Run 7 fl60
153500 33          0.07  
153700 24           0.07
153900 16           0.1
154100 19            0.09 End run 7
            
            
            
            
           6 
            
            
            
            
            



















Flight Manager’s Instrument Status Log 
Flight No.  B119                           Date:  04/08/05 
Instrument Fitted Operated Instrument Fitted Operated 
Navigation   Cloud Physics   
INU  Y Probes   
XR5M GPS  Y FFSSP  N 
Cruciform GPS Y N PCASP  Y 
Satcom C  Y 2D-P  Y 
Satcom H  Y 2D-C  Y 
Thermometers   Cloudscope N N 
De-Iced Temp  Y SID 1 Y N 
Non De-Iced  Y SID 2 Y N 
Heimann N  HVPS N  
Hygrometers   CIP25 Y N 
G. Eastern  Y CIP100 Y N 
J. Williams  Y    
Nevzorov  Y    
TWC  Y    
FWVS Y N Racks:     
Radiometers   INC Y N 
Upper Clear Y Y CCN / CNC  Y 
     “    Red Y Y CVI Y N 
     “    Silicon Y Y    
     “    JO1D Y Y Aerosol   
Lower Clear Y Y PSAP  Y N 
     “    Red Y Y Nephelometer N  
     “    Silicon Y Y Filters Y Y 
     “    JO1D N  AMS  Y Y 
Large 
Radiometers
     
TAFTS N     
MARSS N     
DEIMOS N  Others:   
ARIES N  NIR TDLAS Y Y 
SWS N  2BT O3 Y N 
Chemistry   VACC Y N 
Ozone Y Y PEROXIDE Y N 
SO2 Y     Y Formaldehyde Y N 
NOX Y Y ADA Y N 
CO Y Y CPI Y N 
ORAC Y N NOxy Y N 
PAN Y N PTRMS Y N 
PERCA N N Bag Sampling Y Y 
WAS Y N    
 
Faults / Incidents Log 
 






1. Filters pump switch sheared off 
 
2. CCNC Rack -  padding on aisle side falling off.  
 
3. Horace display intermittently drops out, batches of dropouts around every 30 minutes. 
 





Status of other instruments 
 
CPI –  
Cloud Physics – 
NOxy  – 












Satcom H Calls -  
Tephigramme on take-off: 
 
 
Descent on hitting coast (interrupt at 2000 ft) 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
